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Abstract
Epilepsy is a common and severe neurological disorder. In 20% of cases the condition is
unaffected by drugs and surgery is considered. In the surgery the area where the seizures start
is removed. Recent work using phase synchronization utilizes short duration high density (256
channel) interical scalp EEG to localize the epileptic area on the scalp. To translate that area
to the neuronal sources below mathematical modeling of the electrical activity of brain is
needed. The neuronal activities which mainly contribute to the EEG are the postsynaptic
potentials of the pyramidal neurons in the cortex.
A 3D model of the head is needed to model the electrical activity of the brain which can be
developed from segmented MR images. Ten tissues were segmented in the MRI data of an
adult female subject using the software platform Mimics. Normal vectors were computed on
the white matter surface. For each normal vector a dipole was computed representing the
activity of a group of pyramidal neurons in the cortex. The dipole intensity was from 0-40
µA/cm2 with a uniform random distribution. The tissues were assigned conductivities from
the literature. The dipolar sources and tissues were imported into an adaptive FEM solver
which solves the potential and current flux in the whole head. The scalp potentials were
extracted and referenced to a common average reference. The MEG sensor coils were
assumed to be 1.0 cm above the scalp surface. The magnetic fields at the sensor locations
were computed by use of Biot-Savart law.
The above model was tested to study the differential contributions of the left and right
hemisphere and the Cerebellum to the EEG. For the left brain, the positive and negative peaks
were towards the left side of the plot. For the right brain the positive and negative peaks were
towards the right side of the plot. This suggests that one possibly may infer lateralization of
the left and right cortical source volumes from the scalp potential plots. Simulations of stroke
were performed which suggest that stroke location may be inferred from EEG. Later on this
model will be applied for epileptic stroke localization.
Keywords
EEG modeling, segmentation, realistic head model, finite element method, biomagnetism
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Útdráttur
Flogaveiki er algengur og alvarlegur taugasjúkdómur. Í um 20% tilfella dugar lyfjameðferð
ekki og skurðaðgerð er íhuguð. Í skurðaðgerðinni er svæðið þar sem flogin byrja fjarlægt eða
gert óvirkt. Nýleg rannsókn sem notar samstilltan fasastuðul og stutt háþéttni (256 rása)
heilarafrit án floga staðsetur flogasvæði á höfuðkúpunni. Til að umbreyta þeim í svæði í
heilanum sjálfum þarf að nota stærðfræðilíkön af rafvirkni heilans. Taugavirknin sem býr til
heilarafrit eru aðalega rafsspennur sem myndast við taugamót Pýramída tauga í heilaberki.
Þrívítt líkan af höfði sem hægt er að þróa úr flokkuðum segulómmyndum þarf til að herma
rafvirkni heilans. Tíu vefjagerðir í höfði voru flokkaðar úr segulómunarmyndum af fullorðinni
konu með því að nota forritið Mimics. Þvervigrar voru reiknaðir á yfirborð hvíta efnisins í
heilanum. Fyrir hvern vigur var reiknað tvískaut sem átti að tákna hóp Pýramída tauga í
heilaberkinum. Styrkur tvískautanna var frá 0-40 µA/sm2 með jafnri slembidreifingu.
Vefjagerðirnar fengu ákveðin leiðnigildi fengin úr öðrum rannsóknum. Tvískautin og
vefjagerðirnar voru fluttar yfir í aðlögunarhæfan bútalíkanareikni sem reiknar út spennu og
straumflæði í öllu höfðinu. Spennur á yfirborði höfuðsins voru fundnar og meðaltalsspenna
yfirborðsins dregin frá. Gert var ráð fyrir segulsviðsnemum 1 sm fyrir ofan yfirborðið.
Segulsviðið var fundið þar með því að nota lögmál Biot-Savarts.
Áðurnefnt líkan var notað til að skoða mismunandi framlag hægri og vinstri heilahvelja og
litlaheila til heilarafrits. Fyrir vinstra heilahvel voru jákvæðu og neikvæðu hámörk ritsins
vinstra megin. Fyrir hægra heilahvel voru jákvæðu og neikvæðu hámörkin hægra megin. Þetta
bendir til að hugsanlega megi staðsetja virkni til vinstra eða hægra heilahvels útfrá rafspennu
á yfirborði höfuðs. Hermanir á heilablóðfalli voru framkvæmdar sem gefa til kynna að
staðsetning heilablóðfalls megi finna útfrá heilarafriti. Seinna mun þetta líkan verða notað
fyrir staðsetningu á flogavirkum svæðum.
Lykilorð
Líkön af heilarafriti, vefjaflokkun, raunsönn höfuðlíkön, bútaaðferð, rafsegulsvið líkamans
Ritgerðin heitir á Íslensku
Sjúklingasértæk líkön í hárri upplausn af heilarafriti og heilasegulriti sem styðjast við þrívíða
vefjaflokkun.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation and clinical background
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by abnormal or excessive firing of neurons
in the brain resulting in uncontrolled seizures. These seizures can manifest itself as spasmic
uncontrolled movements. There are multiple causes and many different types of Epilepsy.
Epilepsy affects the whole age range of individuals from infants to the elderly [1].
The most common diagnosis and monitoring tool of epilepsy is the Electroencephalogram
(EEG) [2]. A typical epileptic EEG can be seen in Figure 1. It is characterized by large
amplitude high frequency oscillations.

Figure 1: Spikes in typical absence seizures [2].

Epilepsy is the fourth most common neurological disorder, followed by migraine,
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s [3]. It is estimated that the average annual incidence of epilepsy
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is 55/100.000 in the United States. This would amount to approximately 150 new cases per
year in Iceland.
Risk factors for epilepsy vary with age and location. Some common risk factors include head
trauma, brain tumor and central nervous system infections. These can occur at all ages [1].
Some risk factors are more common in older people like cerebrovascular disease [4]. Other
risk factors vary with geographical location like falciparum malaria, the most serious type of
malaria [5], and neurocysticercosis, which is a disease caused by the pork tapeworm [6].
Epilepsy is generally classified into two broad categories, generalized and focal epilepsies [7].
Generalized epilepsy seizures involve the whole brain or multiple epileptogenic foci which
initiate the seizure. Focal epilepsies have single localized epileptogenic foci in the brain
where the seizures begin. The latter type of epilepsy is a candidate for epilepsy surgery.
Epilepsy is normally treated with anticonvulsant drugs. A review on the use of drugs in
epilepsy can be found in [8]. In 20% of cases the epilepsy doesn’t respond to drugs [9], this
kind of epilepsy is called refractory epilepsy. In these cases epilepsy surgery is considered.
Epilepsy surgery involves resecting or removing the epileptogenic tissue. This has been
shown to reduce seizures in 47% of cases ten years after surgery [10]. To do this the
epileptogenic site has to be correctly localized. There are multiple tools available for this,
these include long term electric encephalography (EEG) with video monitoring, functional
magnetic resonance (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and finally invasive cortical
recordings [11]. Some of these tests are very expensive (PET and fMRI), take long time for
the patient (long term video and EEG), and cause exposure to ionizing radiation (PET). Some
are invasive and involve removing a part of the skull. The long term EEG recordings can take
many days before sufficient information is acquired.
Recently there have been efforts to localize the epileptogenic site using phase synchronization
calculations from the EEG signal [12]. This study used high density (256 channels) interictal
(without seizures) EEG to compute a phase synchronization index. Since the epileptogenic
site involves many neurons firing together, i.e. in phase with respect to each other, this has
been shown to accurately localize sites of epileptogenic activity on the scalp. However to
translate this activity on the scalp to the underlying neuronal sources mathematical modeling
of the underlying electrical activity is needed.
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In this study high accuracy (1 mm resolution) mathematical finite element models (FEM) are
used to compute scalp potentials, current flux and magnetic field of the brain. Detailed
segmentation is employed to model the head as accurately as possible. Distributed dipolar
source configurations are computed in matlab to allow for a great number of anatomically
accurate sources to be computed with different firing patterns. This helps to understand the
relations between neuronal sources in the brain and the activity seen at the scalp.

1.2. Goal of this Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to construct high accuracy realistically shaped patient specific FEM
models to model the electrical activity of the brain with a large number of anatomically
correct sources. These kinds of models can be used to better understand debilitating neuronal
disorders like epilepsy and stroke. They can be used to help reduce hospital times
significantly for patients considered for epilepsy surgery and make invasive recordings less
used or completely unnecessary.

1.3. Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 in this thesis gives the theoretical background on the neurophysiology of EEG and
finite element models in the bioelectric problem. Chapter 3 describes the methods used for
this thesis, the detailed segmentation work, the computations of sources and the mathematical
modeling. Chapter 4 shows the results of some types of simulations and the final chapter
discusses those results. Then some future directions of this work are discussed.
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2. Background Theory
2.1. Neural basis of EEG
The way the neurons in the brain contribute to the Electroencephalographic (EEG) signal has
been an active area of research since the invention of the human EEG by Hans Berger in the
1930s and 1940s [13, 14]. The following is a description on how the neurons generate
measurable electromagnetic signals that can be recorded at the scalp.

2.1.1. Components of the neuron
The basic neuron in the central nervous system (CNS) consists mainly of three anatomical
sections (see Figure 2) [15]. The soma is the central part of the neuron surrounding the
nucleus. The dendrites are the shorter branches from the soma and carry incoming signal from
other neurons to the soma. The axon is the longest protruding process from the soma and
carries the neuronal signal away from the soma to other neurons. The base of the axon is
called the axon hillock. Sometimes the axon is sheathed in a fatty insulating material which is
called a myelin sheath. The myelin sheath has regular gaps called the nodes of Ranvier which
allow the neuronal signal to move faster along the axon. The end of the axon branches into
different segments which form synapses with dendrites from other neurons. The synapse is an
interface between two neurons. It is a cleft between the presynaptic and postsynaptic neuron.
The presynaptic neuron contains small vesicles filled with neurotransmitters, which upon
excitations, are released to the synaptic cleft and carry the signal from the presynaptic to the
postsynaptic neuron by changing the polarization of the postsynaptic membrane. The number
of synapses each neuron connects to is estimated to be about 104-105[16].
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Figure 2: Schematic image of a neuron, from [15]. The central part of a neuron is the soma or cell body. It contains
the nucleus and nucleolus. The longest process from the soma is the axon. The part where the axon and soma joins is
called the axon hillock. The shorter processes from the soma are the dendrites. Other neuron’s dendrites (yellow)
form dendritic synapses with the soma and dendrites.

2.1.2. Resting potential of the neuronal membrane
Normally the resting potential of a neuronal membrane is approximately -60 to -90mV in
humans, depending on the type of neuron [16]. This potential difference is equal to the work
needed to move a unit charge against a static electric field. The inside of the cell is negative
relative to the outside. The cell membrane is a thin (7.5-10 nm) sheet made of two lipid layers
(see Figure 3). These lipid layers are electrically insulating. For charges or ions to move
across the membrane they need to travel through specific ion channels. These ion channels
can either be passive or active. Passive channels allow ions to flow through them if an electric
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or diffusive force is driving them through. Active channels move ions across against an
electric or diffusive force and use energy by doing so.

Figure 3: A lipid cell membrane [17]. It consists mainly of two layers of fat molecules (green) with their hydrophobic
tails pointing inwards. They are intersected by ionic channels (yellow) which allow the transport of ions across the
membrane and thus generating the bioelectric currents.

The resting potential of the neuron cell membrane is caused by differential concentrations of
Na+, K+ and Cl- ions across it. This concentration difference is maintained by the selective
permeability of the cell membrane to those ions as well as an active ion pump. Since the
permeability of the membrane is relatively higher for K+ than the other ions, the resting
potential of the membrane is close to the resting potential as if the only ion would be K+. The
resting potential of K+ can be calculated with the Nernst equation[16].

(1)

where K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, q is the magnitude
of the electric charge of the ion, [K+]o and [K+]i are the concentrations of K+ outside and
6

inside the membrane. For humans this potential for K+ is approximately -90 mV. The Nernst
equation describes the potential when there is equilibrium of electrical and diffusive forces
acting on the ion across the membrane. When those two forces are equal the membrane
potential is at rest. The complete description of the resting potential due to all acting ions is
described by the Goldman equation

(

)

(2)

where PK, PNa, and PCl are the selective permeability’s of K+, Na+ and Cl-.
For the potential to stay at rest the flow of charge into the cell must be equal to the flow out of
the cell. The concentration of Na+ is greater outside the cell than inside, so the concentration
gradient drives Na+ ions into the cell, the same applies for the electrical gradient since the
inside of the cell is negative relative to the outside. For K+ the concentration is greater inside,
so the concentration gradient drives K+ ions outside. The electrical gradient for K+ drives it
inside. The electrical gradient for K+ is significantly smaller in magnitude than the
concentration gradient so the total gradient drives K+ out of the cell. If nothing is done this
flow of Na+ ions into the cell and of K+ ions out of the cell would cause the concentration of
ions to change so the resting potential of the cell membrane would change. To keep the
resting potential fixed an active ion pump pumps Na+ ions out of the cell and K+ ions into the
cell.

2.1.3. Action potential
The action potential is the basic signal unit of the neuron. When a neuron is stimulated at the
dendrites by another neuron, the resting potential depolarizes (becomes less negative). When
it exceeds a certain threshold voltage at the axon hillock, voltage controlled Na+ ion gates
open which cause an influx of Na+ into the cell causing the resting potential to further
depolarize. This in turn causes more Na+ gates to open causing more depolarization (a
positive feedback phenomenon). The potential of the membrane quickly approaches the
resting potential of Na+, given by the Nernst equation, which is approximately +50 mV.
When the threshold was reached, slower opening K+ gates also opened driving K+ out of the
cell. This causes the cell to hyperpolarize (becomes more negative). When the Na+ have
7

driven the potential to +40mV they close and then the slower K+ gates drive the potential
down to the resting potential of K+, -90mV. Then the potential recovers slowly to its resting
potential. This can be seen in Figure 4. The whole process is over in a few milliseconds.

Figure 4: An action potential [18]. When the resting potential of a neuron reaches the threshold an action potential
occurs. First Na+ ion channels open and stream of Na+ ions inside the cell drives the potential +50mV. Then the effect
of slower opening K+ channels takes over and drives the potential down to -90mV. Then the voltage slowly regresses to
the resting potential.

2.1.4. Post synaptic potentials
When the action potential travels down along the axon towards a synapse it causes a
neurotransmitter to be released into the synapse. This causes a corresponding positive or
negative ionic current towards the intracellular space of the postsynaptic neuron. If the current
is positive it is termed an Excitatory Postsynaptic Potential (ESPS), similarly if the current is
negative it is termed an Inhibitory Postsynaptic Potential (ISPS). These types of potentials are
longer than the action potentials and can last from 10-20ms [13]. At the soma all of the ESPS
and ISPS signals are integrated or summed together. When the integrated potential reaches a
threshold an action potential occurs (see Figure 5). Since the action potentials are so short the
probability of a significant number of them overlapping in time is much less than of the
postsynaptic potentials. The postsynaptic potentials cause either a shortage or abundance of
positive ions at the synaptic cleft. This results in extracellular currents to compensate.
8

Figure 5: ESPS and ISPS. From [13]. The ESPS depolarize post synaptic neurons while ISPS hyperpolarize them. Top
right: Excitatory action potentials arrive from the pre-synaptic neuron and cause ESPS in the soma (bottom right).
Middle right: Inhibitory action potentials cause an ISPS at the postsynaptic soma (bottom right). Bottom right: The
ESPS and ISPS are integrated together and when they cause a depolarization over the threshold an action potential
occurs.

2.1.5. Human nervous system
The human nervous system is divided into the central nervous system and the peripheral
nervous system. The central nervous system consists of the brain and spine. The peripheral
nervous system consists of the peripheral neurons traveling out from the spine and the cranial
nerves traveling out from the brain. The brain can be further subdivided into the cerebellum
(the small brain), the cerebral hemispheres (the Diencephalon) and the brain stem. Both the
cerebellum and cerebral hemispheres mainly consist of two types of matter, gray matter and
white matter. The white matter consists mainly of myelinated axons while the gray matter has
the synapses and dendrites. The outer layer of the brain consists of gray matter and is called
the brain cortex. It includes about 1010 neurons [15].

2.1.6. Cerebral Cortex
In the cerebral cortex the largest and most common neurons are pyramidal neurons, named
after the shape of their soma (see Figure 6). They are arranged parallel to each other and
normal to the white matter surface. This causes their extracellular longitudinal potentials
(caused by ESPS and ISPS) to add together while the transverse potentials cancel out. For this
reason, and the pyramidal neurons’ size and arrangement, it is believed that the principal
9

generators of the human EEG signal are mainly the postsynaptic potentials of these pyramidal
neurons in the cortex [19]. The postsynaptic potentials are long in duration (10-20ms) but low
in amplitude (0.1-10mV). The action potentials however are short in duration (1-2ms) and
high in amplitude (70-110mV). Since the action potentials are so short, it is less likely that
many of them will happen at exactly the same time in neighboring neurons to add up and
result in a measurable signal at the scalp. Since the postsynaptic potentials are longer they are
more likely to add together and result in a measureable signal.

Figure 6: Pyramidal neurons (marked with P) in the cortex [15]. The cortex consists of 6 layers (I-VI). In the III –V
layer the pyramidal neurons are most common and largest.
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2.2. EEG modeling
This section reviews the mathematical modeling of the EEG signal. It is focused on the
specific application of finite element methods (FEM) in the bioelectric forward problem. It is
based on [17, 20, 21]

2.2.1. Bioelectric and magnetic equations
For bioelectric problems the signals are most often of low enough frequency so the problem
can be considered quasi-static [21]. This means that conductive currents are dominating and
the response at each time instant can be considered stationary [17]. Then the electric potential
satisfies the Poisson equation:

(3)

Where V is the electric potential, σ is the tissue conductivity and ρ is the volume current
source. The tissue conductivity can either be isotropic or anisotropic. If it is isotropic it can be
represented by a single value σ. If it is anisotropic, it needs a tensor to describe the
conductivities since it is not the same in all directions.
The

symbol is the gradient operator and in 3 dimensional Cartesian coordinates, it is given

as

̂

̂

̂

(4)

where ̂, ̂ and ̂ are the unit vectors along the x, y and z directions.
Equation 3 is subject to boundary conditions at the boundaries of each tissue type in terms of
the potentials or normal current density. The current density is defined as the density of the
flow of electric current

(5)

where

is the current density,

is the conductivity and

potential.
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is the gradient of the electric

The first boundary condition is based on the inability for charge to pile up. All the charge
leaving one boundary must go into the next. This can be described with:

(6)

(

Where

and

)

(

)

(7)

are the current densities from volume 1 and 2 through the interface. en is the

normal component on the interface (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Interface between tissues with conductivity σ1 and σ2. The boundary conditions require that the current flux
normal to the boundaries must be continuous.

At the scalp surface no current can go to the air due to its very low conductivity so the
boundary condition becomes:

(8)

(

)

(9)

These types of boundary conditions (equations (6),(7),(8) and (9)) are called Neumann
boundary conditions.
The second boundary condition type only applies to the internal boundaries. It states that the
potential cannot have discontinuities across interfaces:
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(10)

This boundary condition type is a called a Dirichlet boundary condition.
For computing the magnetic field in quasi-static problems integration over the volume
currents can give the magnetic field outside the domain, this is called the Biot-Savart law:

( )

∫

̂
| |

(11)

Where µ is the magnetic permeability, r is a vector from the current source to the point P, ̂ is
a unit vector in the same direction as r.

is the domain containing current sources. For air or

nonmagnetic material, µ = µ0.

2.2.2. Formulation of the finite element method
There are three main methods for solving partial differential equations like the Poisson
equation. These are the Boundary element method (BEM), finite difference method (FDM)
and the finite element method (FEM).
BEM is a numerical technique that computes the solution at the boundaries of type of volume.
Each volume needs to be homogenous. This method is computationally efficient but is
restricted to isotropic conductivities in homogenous media.
FDM forms a finite difference approximation and directly applies it to equation (3). FDM is a
point wise method while BEM and FEM are piecewise. That is, in FDM the calculations go
through each point while in BEM and FEM they go through predefined pieces of the domain.
FEM is a method that works by dividing the solution domain into pieces or elements. Then it
solves the relevant equations over these elements instead of over the whole domain.
The Galerkin approach to solving the Poisson equation is used [22] with the boundary
conditions in equations (6), (8) and (10). First the Poisson equation is multiplied with a basis
function

and the integrated over the volume Ω. Using Greens first identity for integration:
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∫

(

)

∫ (

∫

)

Since the boundary condition in equation (8) states that the current flux

(12)

is zero this

reduces to:

∫

(

)

∫

(13)

This is called the “weak formulation” of the forward problem.
The computation points can be identified with the vertices of each element. The unknown
potential V(x,y,z) is given by

(

)

∑

(

)

(14)

Where n is the number of vertices, Vi is the potential at the vertix i, and
function for vertix number i. The basis functions

is the basis

have what is called local support. That

means that the area where they are nonzero is limited to adjacent elements. They also have the
property that they are equal to unity at the corresponding computational point and equal to
zero at all other points.
By substituting equation (14) into equation (13) and applying the divergence theorem the
following linear system is obtained [23]

(15)

Where
∫ {

}
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{

}| |

(16)

∫ (

Where
normal of

)

represents the boundary of Ω,

∫

(17)

is a unit vector in the direction of the outward

n is the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and J is the Jacobian matrix for

the transformation from the local coordinate system of a template element (r,s,t) to the global
coordinate system (x,y,z). This coordinate system transformation for cuboid elements is given
by

[ ]

][ ]

[

[ ]

(18)

which along with equation (16) gives:

∭

∭
(19)
∭

This is the integral equation used in the FEM solver applied in this thesis. An example of a 2D
mesh made of triangular elements can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: An example of a 2D mesh of the head for FEM computations. From [20]

The current sources in the bioelectric problem are most often represented by current dipoles.
These dipoles have the dipole moment:

(20)

Where I is the current, d is the distance between the two monopoles of the dipole and ep is a
unit vector directed from current sink to current source.

The dipole moment is often

decomposed into its components along the Cartesian axes:

(21)

This can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: (a) Dipole moment d for a given source I and sink –I. (b) The dipole as a vector consisting of 6 parameters, 3
for the location and 3 other for the vector components.

2.2.2.1. Iteration methods for solving system of linear equations
To solve the large system of linear equations represented by equations (15), (17) and (19)
iterative solvers are needed. There are many iterative solving methods available like the
Successive over-relaxation (SOR), Conjugate Gradient (CG) and Algebraic multigrid solvers
(AMG). In this thesis CG was used.
The CG method is an optimization method that uses the method of steepest descent. It finds
the minima of a function by travelling in the direction of highest gradient from some guessed
original point. To avoid making repeated searches in the same direction it uses search
directions orthogonal to each other in the energy norm (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Conjugate gradient method is an iterative method to find the minima of a function[24].

The iteration xk+1 is given by:

(22)

Where pk is the search direction and

is a scalar given by
(
(

)
)

(23)

where r is the residual. The first search direction is simply the residual of the initial guess
p0=r0. The k-th residual is defined by

(24)

where f and Kα are from equation (15).
The k-th search direction is defined by

(25)

with
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(

)
)

(

(26)

2.2.3. Tissue segmentation and conductivities
2.2.3.1. Segmentation
For modeling the tissues in the head accurate classification of all the relevant tissues needs to
be performed. There are many ways to do this. For this thesis a medical image processing
platform called Mimics from Materialise was used which supplies a host of tools to speed up
the time consuming task of classifying each voxel in the head to a certain tissue type. Mimics
has been used before in monitoring and quantifying structural changes and recovery in
denervated muscles subject to functional electric stimulation [25-27].
The tools that are available in Mimics include:
a. Thresholding
b. Region growing/dynamic region growing
c. Boolean operations
d. Morphology operations
e. Livewire
The thresholding tool involves selecting a gray value interval. All the voxels in the image that
occupy that interval will be included in a tissue mask (a selection of voxels) while all voxels
that are outside the interval are excluded.

This can be represented with the following

statement:

If

(27)

Where gmin and gmax are the minimum and maximum gray values in the interval and I[x,y,z] is
the image matrix. If this statement is true the voxels are included in the mask, otherwise they
are excluded. This tool is good when the tissue of interest has a unique gray value interval in
the whole dataset.
Region growing is a tool to select regions of interest from some arbitrary pixel seed. Region
growing starts with a seed point, then it checks all the neighbors of that point and if they
fulfill some criteria they are added to the same mask as the original seed. This process is then
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iterated through the new points in the mask until all points that fulfill the criteria have been
added to the mask. There are two types of region growing in Mimics. The normal region
growing function selects a pixel seed and adds the neighboring pixels if they belong to the
same mask as the original pixel. This requires that there is already a mask of pixels defined.
Thresholding followed by this kind of region growing is a good tool for separating regions
that have similar gray values but are geometrically separated.
Dynamic region growing is a fully automated technique. Similarly to the normal region
growing it requires a selection of a pixel seed at location (x0, y0, z0) with a specific gray value
I[x0, y0, z0] to start. Then it adds the neighboring pixels if they satisfy the criteria that

(28)

where ∆min and ∆max are the maximum and minimum deviation from the gray value of the
original pixel seed.
Boolean operations in Mimics are of three types. It’s possible to add two masks together and
make a new mask or subtract them to make a mask out of the difference. Then it’s possible to
make a new mask out of the intersection of two masks.
Morphological operations are a set of image processing tools. Morphological erosion is the
process of removing pixels that are not completely surrounded by pixels of the same mask.
This reduces the size of the original mask. Morphological dilation is similarly the process of
adding pixels outside of those pixels that are not completely surrounded by pixels of the same
mask. This enlarges the original mask. Morphological closing is the process of first applying
dilation and then erosion. That is good for closing small cavities. Morphological opening is
first applying erosion and then dilation. That is good for removing small edges.
Livewire is a segmentation technique to track the contours of an object. First a pixel is
selected and then as the cursor is moved to another pixel the livewire algorithm computes the
lowest cost path to that pixel by a predefined definition of cost.

In image processing one

common definition of cost is the gradient magnitude. This will make it less costly for the path
to stay on a contour of a tissue instead of crossing it.
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2.2.3.2. Tissue conductivities
For estimating the conductivities of tissues in the head various methods have been used. In
general it involves injecting a current through tissue samples either in living animals (often
rabbits) or in humans. The results of such studies are summarized in [28] and can be seen in
Table 1. Additionally the resistivity of Dura layer is not well known and is assumed to be
from 0.02-0.1 S/m [29]. Here a midrange value of 0.06 S/m was used, which is equivalent to
1667 Ωcm. Here isotropic resisitivites are used but tissues such as the white matter and skull
are known to be anisotropic. Including this anisotropy improves the model accuracy but
requires diffusion tensor imaging [30, 31].
Table 1: Summary of head tissues resistivities from the literature [28]. Note the low resistivity of CSF and high of
hard bone.

Tissue

Mean resistivity (Ωcm)

Brain white matter

700

Brain gray matter

300

Spinal cord and cerebellum

650

Cerebrospinal fluid

65

Hard bone

16000

Soft bone

2500

Blood

160

Muscle

1000

Fat

2500

Scalp

230

Soft tissue

500

Air

50000
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3. Methods
3.1. Data
The dataset consists of T1 weighted MR images acquired at the University Hospital in Jena
Germany. The data was collected with a 3 tesla siemens scanner. There is one dataset of a 55
year old female subject. A T1 weighted scan was chosen to maximize the contrast between
the gray and white matter. The dataset consists of 192 sagittal slices with 256 X 256 pixels
each. Each pixel is represented by a 12 bit gray value. In total there are approximately 12.6
million voxels of 1x1x1 mm size.

3.2 Image processing and segmentation
The Dicom images were loaded into Mimics software platform from Materialise. The patient
identify had been erased from the images. For the segmentation anatomical references were
used such as the Darthmouth online Atlas anatomy of the Brain [32]. Then the segmentation
protocol was as follows:
1. First segment the soft tissue mask which includes the whole head. The reason for
including the whole head in this mask was to ensure that pixels that are not classified
at the end of this protocol would be classified as soft tissue. This mask was segmented
by using the threshold tool to include all pixels in the head followed by a
morphological closing to seal of any small cavities such as the internal nasal cavities.
Then minor manual editing was needed to ensure there were no holes in the mask. The
result can be seen in Figure 11

Figure 11: The yellow hue is the soft tissue mask which included the whole head.
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2. Next step was to segment the brain and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In a T1 weighted
MR image, these three tissues all have a distinct gray value interval. So first they were
all segmented as one tissue and then they were separated based on gray value
thresholds. To segment these three tissues a slice-by-slice approach was used with the
livewire tool. The livewire tool was used to trace the boundaries between the CSF and
the Bone (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: The livewire tool tracing the boundaries between the CSF and Bone.

Then after the Brain + CSF had been segmented the mask was divided into three
masks so that the lowest gray values were classified as CSF, the highest as White
matter and the middle range as Gray matter. This can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: One mask of Brain + CSF (left) divided into three masks (Left). The masks on the left are white matter
(green), gray matter (light blue) and CSF (purple).

3. The third step was to separate the Cerebellum from the Brain. The Cerebellum was
included in the Brain + CSF mask. The livewire tool was used to trace the contour
between the Cerebellum and the Brain to separate them (Figure 14).

Then the

Cerebellum mask was similarly divided into Cerebellum gray matter and white matter
as the brain was in step 2.
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Figure 14: The cerebellum (green) was separated from the rest (purple)
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4. Next the bone was segmented. As the inner contour of bone had already been traced
in step 2 the outer contour was similarly traced using the same method. That mask
included everything inside of the outer contour. To get the bone the Brain + CSF mask
was subtracted and the resulting mask was the bone. Then based on gray value
thresholds the bone was divided into soft (higher gray values) and hard (lower gray
values) bone. Because the hard bone always encapsulates the soft bone morphological
erosion was used to remove the boundary of the Bone mask. That boundary was then
classified as hard bone to enforce the encapsulation of the soft bone by hard bone. See
Figure 15.

Figure 15: Soft (green) and hard (red) bone. The soft bone is always on the inside of the hard bone.
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5. Next the fat was segmented from the soft tissue mask. Since the fat is very bright in
T1 MRI images it was thresholded from the soft tissue mask as the highest values and
then all the other masks subtracted, that way only the fat was remaining Figure 16.

Figure 16: Left: The soft tissues mask (yellow). Right: The fat (purple) separated from the soft tissue.
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6. The last two masks were segmented in matlab. The surface pixels of the soft tissue
were classified as scalp, and the surface of the CSF was classified as the Dura layer.
7. As a final step specialized masks for some of the runs were segmented. This included
separating the left hemisphere from the right. And making a mask of each hemisphere
with a small volume taken out to simulate stroke (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Left: Left hemisphere (red) and Right hemisphere (purple) segmented from each other. Right: A small
cylindrical section was removed from each hemisphere for stroke simulations.

After the segmentation was finished the individual masks were exported. Each mask was
exported as a tab delimited text file with four columns, the spatial coordinates (x,y,z) in the
first three and then the grey value.

3.3 Matlab import
First the masks from the Mimics were loaded into an image matrix in matlab (see function
load_im.m in Appendix A.1). Each mask was coded with a number, the numbers were chosen
according to the modeling software’s needs (see Table 2). As mentioned in step 6 of the
previous section the Dura layer and Scalp were added during this step using scripts
addDura.m and addSkin.m (see Appendix A.1). For each mask the image matrix was defined
as:

(

)

Where I(x,y,z) is the image matrix and k is the tissue number from Table 2.
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(29)

Table 2: Tissues with their identifying number codes. These numbers are simply arbitrary and required by the FEM
modeling software to distinguish each class of voxels.

Tissue

Number

Hard bone

45

Soft bone

50

Gray matter

55

White matter

60

Cerebrospinal fluid

70

Cerebellum

75

Fat

80

Scalp

90

Soft tissue

95

Dura layer

135

Air
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3.3 Normal Vector computations
The next step was to locate the points on the surface of the white matter. This was done by
using an isosurface algorithm. First the white matter was extracted from the image matrix.
Then the resulting matrix was turned into a binary matrix (using roi.m, Appendix A.1). Then
the isosurface algorithm was run to find the surface at the value 0.5 (using roi_iso.m,
Appendix A.1). In a binary mask with the value 1 where the white matter is and the value 0
where the rest was an isosurface at the value 0.5 would be at the boundary between the white
matter and the gray matter.
After the surface nodes where extracted, normal vectors were computed using the central
finite difference approximation to the numerical gradient at those nodes in the binary matrix.
So for each surface node f(x, y, z) the three gradient components are found by

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)
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(30)

where

,

and

are the gradient components along x, y and z respectively. And hx, hy and

hz are the separation between the adjacent points in x, y and z directions.
Since the surface nodes represent a level set the gradient components are perpendicular to the
surface and are therefore the normal vector components. This can be seen in Figure 18. All
normal vectors that did not have its end in the grey matter were discarded, in this way only
normal vectors on the white-grey matter boundary were remaining and normal vectors on
other white matter boundaries, like the spine, were excluded.

Figure 18: The normal vectors (blue).

The normal vectors on the white-grey matter boundary represent the pyramidal neurons
perpendicular to the cortex.
For the stroke simulations normal vectors were not computed in the removed regions (Figure
19).
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Figure 19: Left brain normal vectors (blue) and Right brain normal vectors (green) with volumes removed for the
stroke simulations.

3.4 Dipole computations
The next step was to create distributed dipolar sources representing the pyramidal neurons in
the cortical layer with the location and orientation of the computed normal vectors. For the
source creation a method similar to the third method in [33] was applied. That is, computing
the voltages at the nodes surrounding the dipole. This has been shown to be accurate in cases
where the location to the computed electric field is significantly larger than the dipole spacing
[17]. In our case this spacing is less than 1 mm while the distance from the sources to the
scalp is in the order of few cm. The selected current density of each dipole was chosen to be
from J = 0 – 40 µA/cm2 [17] with a random uniform distribution. The dipole creation can be
seen in the function DipoleGenerator.m in Appendix A.1.
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For each normal vector the current density of the normal vector components was calculated
with

(31)

where Jx, Jy and Jz are the current density components, J is the current density and

,

and

are the normal vector components.
Then the current was calculated as:

(32)

Where Ix, Iy and Iz are the current components, Jx, Jy and Jz are the current density components
and Ax, Ay and Az are the cross sectional areas the current goes through (1 mm2 in our case).
Then the resistance along an edge in the voxel is found from the resistivity of gray matter
(300 Ωcm):

(33)

R is the resistance, h is the spacing between nodes,

is the resistivity, and A is the cross

sectional area.
Next the voltage over each normal component was calculated using Ohms law as:

(34)

where

,

and

are the voltages over the x, y and z components. Ix, Iy and Iz are the

current components and R is the resistance.
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Then the origin of the normal vector was fixed at a reference voltage and then the voltages at
the neighboring nodes were calculated using the above equation. This was repeated for all
normal vectors, superimposing the effects when a node was influenced by more than one
dipole.
The node voltages for the dipolar sources were then written out in text format.

3.4 Finite element Simulations
For the FEM simulations research software called Galerwint was used, it was developed at the
University of Washington in Seattle. This software is an adaptive FEM solver for Bio
electromagnetic computations described in [23]. The adaptations works by adjusting the
element size after the l2 norm of the error vector of the current flux. Where the l2 norm of the
flux error in the computations is high it uses a fine mesh whereas the l2 norm of the flux error
is low it uses a more coarse grid. It uses hexahedral linear elements called cuboids.
First the image matrix was loaded into the software. Then the resistivities of the tissues were
set according to Table 1. Then the dipole text files were loaded as the boundary conditions.
The parameters for all simulations were set as follows. The allowable element sizes were from
32 to 1 voxel. The air elements (#209) were trimmed from the solution computations. An
exact match of elements to boundaries was enforced. The solver used the Joint Conjugate
gradient method with 5 iterations (or until a total error of 2% was reached). Within each
iteration up to 5000 adaptations iterations were run, or until the l2 norm of the error vector
reached 5x10-5.
The solution included the magnitude, x, y and z components of the current flux, for all nodes
except the ones belonging to the external air. It also included the potential at all nodes except
for the air nodes.
An example of a meshing grid can be seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: An example of a mesh after it ran through the adaptations. This particular run was with the dipoles in the
Cerebellum so the elements there are close to the sources and therefore very small.

3.4.1. Differential contributions to the EEG
As was described in step 7 of section 3.2 unique masks of the white matter of each
hemisphere was created (Figure 17). These were used to compute dipoles only in the left
hemisphere or the right hemisphere. Then the Cerebellum mask (Figure 14) was used to
model the dipoles in the Cerebellum. The right and left hemisphere dipole file included just
over 60.000 dipoles each while the Cerebellum dipole file included about 24.000 dipoles. The
hemisphere runs took about 120 minutes with the above mentioned settings on 2.4 GHz
workstation with 8GB in memory. The Cerebellum run took about 45 minutes. After the
simulation runs were finished the flux and potentials were saved and then imported in matlab
for plotting. The parameters from the simulation runs can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3: The running parameters of the 3 simulation runs for Differential Contribution to the EEG.

Run Parameters

Left Brain

Right Brain

Cerebellum

#Dipoles

63845

64674

24115

#Elements

1.786.887

1.784.696

1.632.782

#Nodes

2.292.230

2.295.490

2.2173.75

#Final Flux Error

0.17%

0.15%

0.19%

3.4.2. Stroke simulations
In mimic special masks were made where a small portion of each hemisphere was removed
(Figure 17). This was to simulate a stroke in those areas by not computing dipoles in the
removed areas, thus simulating dead tissue because of stroke. Then two separate simulation
runs were performed, one with stroke in the right brain and second with stroke in the left
brain. These runs took each about 70 minutes on a 2.4 GHz workstation. The parameters
from the simulation runs can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4: The running parameters of the 2 simulation runs for the stroke simulations

Run Parameters

Stroke Left Brain

Stroke Right Brain

#Dipoles

58551

58997

#Elements

753.772

758.273

#Nodes

994.728

1.000.001

#Final Flux Error

0.90%

0.92%

3.5. Plotting the results
For plotting the potentials the script isosurfaceScalpVoltage.m in Appendix A.2 was used. It
extracts the potentials at the scalp nodes from the potential output files. Then it uses a
common average reference to compute the scalp potentials where:

(35)

Where Vscalp is the computed scalp voltage, Vout is the output voltage from Galerwint at the
scalp and Vavg is the average of Vout.
For computing the magnetic fields they had to be computed from the flux components. The
script BFieldHeadSimple1.m in Appendix A.2 was used.
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It uses the Biot-Savart law

(equation (11)) to compute the magnetic field components at specific nodes. The nodes were
selected by applying a 256 channel EEG template found online1 to the scalp to find the
electrode placements. Then the magneto encephalography (MEG) points were computed 1 cm
directly outwards from the electrode locations. The magnetic field was computed at those
MEG points and visualized by using the script viewBfield.m. The script uses interpolation to
view the magnitude of the magnetic field as a contour plot.

1

http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/channellocation.html
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4. Results
4.1. Segmentation
The results of the segmentation with an anatomical reference can be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Left: Anatomical slice from a cadaver from Darthmouth Brain Atlas [32]. Right: Segmented slice from
Mimics from a similar position showing all the tissues segmented as a different color. From the outside those tissues
are: Scalp, Soft tissue, fat, hard bone, soft bone, dura layer, CSF, gray matter and white matter.
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The results from three orthogonal views and a 3D reconstruction can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Segmentation results showing different tissues color coded. Coronal view (A), axial view (B), sagittal view
(C) and 3D reconstruction of the tissues.

Figure 23 shows a 3D reconstruction of the skull bone.

Figure 23: 3D reconstruction of the skull bone
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4.2. Differential contributions to the EEG signal
4.2.1. Potential plots:
In Figure 24 the contribution of the left and right hemisphere to the scalp potentials are given.
The locations of positive and negative peaks are different. Also the spatial profiles of the
contours are different. In general, a dipolar field pattern is visible in both plots.

Figure 24: Contribution of Left hemisphere to the scalp potential (left) and the right hemisphere (right).

4.2.2. MEG plots
In Figure 25 the contribution of the left and right hemisphere to the MEG can be seen. For the
left hemisphere there is a negative peak at the left side and a positive peak at the lower left
side. For the right hemisphere the negative peak is at the top left side and the negative at the
bottom right side, also the dipolar pattern for the right hemisphere is shifted approximately
90°relative to the EEG plot for the right hemisphere (Figure 24).
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Figure 25: Differential contribution to the MEG. Left: Contribution of Left brain. Right: Contribution of Right Brain

4.2.3. Cerebellum plots
The potential due to the Cerebellum can be seen in Figure 26 and Figure 27. In Figure 26 the
positive peaks are at the bottom of the plot while the negative peaks are on top. The positive
peak for the Magnetic field is slightly higher on the plot than the positive peak for the electric
field. In the back view (Figure 27) the positive peaks are where the cerebellum located. There
are two distinct peaks, each corresponding to half of the cerebellum. The left positive peak is
slightly lower.

Figure 26: Contribution of Cerebellum to the EEG (left) and MEG (right).
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Figure 27: Contribution of Cerebellum to the scalp potential - back view

4.2.4. Current flux plots
In Figure 28 the current flux in one sagittal slice along with the segmented slice can be seen.
The current flux is high in the gray matter where the sources are located. Then the current
drops as it travels outward to the CSF and drops almost to zero as it crosses from the CSF
across the dura layer and into the skull bone. The high current activity conforms nicely to the
segmented gray matter in the right side of the plot.
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Figure 28: Current flux in one sagittal slice from left part of brain.

4.2.5. Total EEG and MEG plots
In Figure 29 the scalp potential and magnetic field due to the Left hemisphere, right
hemisphere and the Cerebellum can be seen. In EEG plot (left side) the positive peak is at the
top and the negative at the bottom. The pattern is dipolar. In the MEG plot (right side) the
negative peak is at the top left and the positive at the bottom right. The pattern is dipolar and
shifted approximately 90°relative to the EEG plot.
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Figure 29: Total EEG signal due to Left and Right hemispheres and the Cerebellum.

4.3. Stroke Simulations
4.3.1. Stroke in the Left Brain
The potential plots due to stroke in the left brain can be seen in Figure 30. In both the stroke
and no stroke there is a negative peak just above the ear. In the stroke plot (left side) there is a
small distinct positive peak right above the simulated stroke area. In the no stroke plot (right
side) no such peak can be seen.
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Figure 30: Stroke in Left hemisphere of the brain (Left). No stroke in the Left hemisphere of the brain (right).

4.3.2. Stroke in the Right Brain:
The potential plots due to stroke in the right brain can be seen in Figure 31. . In both the
stroke and no stroke there is a negative peak just above the ear. In the stroke plot (left side)
there is a small distinct positive peak right above the simulated stroke area. In the no stroke
plot (right side) no such peak can be seen.

Figure 31: Stroke in Right hemisphere of the brain (Left). No stroke in the Right hemisphere of the brain (right).
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5. Discussion
5.1. Segmentation
The 10 classified tissues shown in Figure 21 are consistent with anatomical references used
[32]. The results of this segmentation have been published in a conference proceedings paper
[34]. The most difficult part in this kind of segmentation is distinguishing between classes of
tissues that occupy the same gray value interval and are in close proximity to each other.
Examples include classifying the end of the CSF and the beginning of hard bone. Both tissues
are very dark in T1 weighted images so there the contrast has to be changed to amplify the
difference between dark tissues. Then a tool such as the Livewire helps by tracing the
contours of this boundary. Another challenge is segmenting the bone in the lower part of the
head. In that part there are some air cavities which are dark in the images like the hard bone
that surrounds them. The 3D model of the bone (Figure 23) shows that the result is good.
The number of tissues required for accurate modeling of the electrical activity has been
investigated before [35]. They showed that by excluding the CSF largest error occurred
compared to the other tissues (white matter, gray matter, scalp and skull). Other study [36]
showed how important the roles of soft bone is in the head models. The Dura layer was
investigated in [37, 38] and shown to have 33% effect on the scalp potential intensity. So for
accurate modeling the 10 tissues included in this thesis are the minimum which is acceptable
to comply with the current state of the art.

5.2. Differential contributions to the EEG
In Figure 24 the effects of the right and left hemisphere on the scalp potentials are shown. The
peaks of both the positive and negative amplitude are on the outer sides. So for the results
with the distributed dipole sources in the left hemisphere the potential peaks are on the left
side of the forehead and around the left ear (see Figure 30). For the simulation with dipoles
only on the right side the peaks are also on the right side of forehead and around the right ear
(see Figure 31). This suggests that one may possibly infer lateralization from the scalp voltage
plots. This could have numerous clinical benefits. In the MEG plots in Figure 25 the right plot
has the peaks of the magnetic field rotated by about 90 degrees as is expected. This is not so
clear from the left side of the plot with the positive magnetic peak at the lower left side and
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the negative peak at the left side. In interpreting these results it must be considered that these
plots only show the top portion of the MEG locations. There might be additional peaks which
are not shown on the plot.
The activity due to the cerebellum is shown in Figure 26. As is expected the activity is mainly
in the posterior part of the plot. In Figure 27 it is shown that the activity is mainly focused on
the lower back part of the head resulting in two positive peaks right where each half of the
cerebellum is.
In Figure 28 the current flux in one sagittal slice is shown on the left while the segmented
slice is on the right. The highest current is in the gray matter where the sources are. Then the
current enters the CSF which is highly conductive. The CSF is enclosed by the dura layer
which is highly resistive so the current flux decreases significantly as it travels from CSF to
the dura and from dura to the hard bone which has even higher resistivity.
The scalp potential and magnetic field due to the left hemisphere, the right hemisphere and
the cerebellum is shown in Figure 29. The positive peak on the potential plot is on the front
slightly to the right side while the negative peak is to the back. The magnetic field plot has the
peaks rotated 90 degrees with respect to the magnetic field with two distinct positive peaks on
the lower right side.

5.3. Stroke simulations
In both Figure 30 and Figure 31 the scalp potentials with the stroke volume removed is on the
left side while the right side has the normal scalp potential. The stroke seems to induce a more
complex pattern right over the stroke. This distinct difference in pattern suggests possible
clinical applications in differentiating between right or left stroke volumes from the scalp
EEG. This would make it possible to use the EEG as a first tool to assess the potential damage
of stroke before more expensive diagnostic tools are used such as MRI.
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6. Conclusions
In this study a mathematical FEM model of the head was constructed with a large number of
distributed dipolar sources. Detailed tissue segmentation was carried out using the software
platform Mimics. The tissue types that were segmented were white matter, gray matter, CSF,
hard bone, soft bone, soft tissue, fat, scalp, dura layer and the Cerebellum. Then the tissue
masks were imported into matlab for computation of the sources. The sources computed
represented the pyramidal neurons in the brain cortex. The total number of sources computed
was around 150.000. To my knowledge there has never been made a model of the head with
such a high number of anatomically correct sources. The differential contribution of different
parts of the brain to the scalp potential were investigated with the conclusion that
lateralization might be possible using the EEG. The effect of stroke was simulated by
removing the sources from a small volume in the head and then computing the resultant scalp
potentials. The results showed that the stroke induces a more complex pattern right over the
stroke area which is significantly different from the normal scalp potential. This could have
numerous clinical benefits in estimating the damage and position of the stroke from an EEG.

6.1. Future work
Future works of this study include segmenting more heads and including subjects with
different neurological disorders. To date two datasets have been segmented but only one was
included in this study because there was not time to run the same set of simulations on the
second dataset as the first one. The anisotropy of white matter and bone also needs to be
included as it has been shown to have a large effect on the forward modeling of the EEG and
MEG [30]. Also the effect of thickness of the gray matter on the scalp potential can be
investigated. For these datasets high density (256 channels) EEG data are available so inverse
localization studies can be performed and correlations found between real EEG and simulated
EEG.
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Appendix
A.1 Matlab Codes
Load_im.m - Loading masks from mimics to image matrix
%Script for loading masks from Mimics into an image matrix
%initialize classified image matrix
I_classified = zeros(256,256,192);
%get the text files in the current directory
d = dir('*.txt');
%The tissue table contains the tissue numbers
load tissue_table
%add soft tissue first and do an image fill operation to close gaps if
any
w = dlmread(d(5).name); %soft tissue text file
w(:,4) = tissue_table(5); %select number code for soft tissue
w(:,1) = round(w(:,1))+104; %adjust coordinate system
w(:,3) = w(:,3)-255; %adjust coordinate system
for j = 1:length(w(:,1))
I_classified(w(j,3),w(j,2),w(j,1)) = w(j,4);
end

%load soft tissue

for i = 1:192
I_classified(:,:,i) = imfill(I_classified(:,:,i));%fill holes
end
AddSkin %Add skin as the surface of soft tissue
for i = 1:length(d) %length(d) is the number of mask files in directory
if i==5 %soft tissue has already been added
else
w = dlmread(d(i).name); %get the names of the mask files
w(:,4) = tissue_table(i); %get tissue number
w(:,1) = round(w(:,1))+104; %fix coordinate system
w(:,3) = w(:,3)-255; %fix coordinate system
for j = 1:length(w(:,1))
I_classified(w(j,3),w(j,2),w(j,1)) = w(j,4); %load masks to
matrix
end
end
i
end

AddDura %add dura layer as the surface of CSF+White matter + gray matter
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SliceMatrixNew = zeros(256,256,192);%intialize SliceMatrix

for i =1:192;

AddDura %add dura layer as the surface of CSF+White matter + gray matter
SliceMatrixNew = zeros(256,256,192);%intialize SliceMatrix

for i =1:192;
junk=I_classified(:,:,i);
junk=flipud(junk);%flip the slices so the coordinate system is
correct
junk(junk==0)=209; %make all zero valuse in the matrix = external air
SliceMatrixNew(1:256,1:256,i)=junk; %load into slicematrix
end;
save CRSliceMatrixNew090412.mat SliceMatrixNew -mat %save Slicematrix

Addskin.m – script that adds skin layer as surface of soft tissue
%script that adds skin
%find surface for soft tissue for assigning as skin layer.
[I_Skin] = roi(I_classified,95,95); %70 is the code for Soft Tissue
[v_Skin,f] = roi_iso(I_Skin);
vf = v_Skin;
vr = v_Skin;
%take out duplicates and round off to image coordinates
for i = 1:length(v_Skin)
remainder = rem(v_Skin(i,:),1); %find remainder
j = find(remainder>0); %find column of non-integers
vf(i,j) = floor(v_Skin(i,j)); %floor the vertice coordinates
vr(i,j) = round(v_Skin(i,j)); %round the vertice coordinates
if I_Skin(vf(i,2),vf(i,1),vf(i,3)) ==1
%if the floored vertices correspond to a surface node
v_Skin(i,j) = vf(i,j); %assign that node as skin
elseif I_Skin(vr(i,2),vr(i,1),vr(i,3))==1
%if the rounded vertices correspond to a surface node
v_Skin(i,j) = vr(i,j); %assign that node as skin
end
end
v_un = unique(v_Skin,'rows'); %remove duplicates
% assign the surface as new tissue type, Skin layer with code 90
for i = 1:length(v_un)
I_classified(v_un(i,2),v_un(i,1),v_un(i,3)) = 90;
end
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Adddura.m – script that adds dura layer as surface of CSF + Brain
%script that adds dura layer
%find surface for csf for assigning dura layer.
% load SliceMatrixNew.mat
[I_CSF] = roi(I_classified,70,70); %70 is the code for CSF
[I_Grey] = roi(I_classified,55,55); %white matter
[I_White]= roi(I_classified,60,60); %grey matter
[I_Cere] = roi(I_classified,65,65); %cerebellum
I_Dura = I_CSF+I_Grey+I_White+I_Cere; %Brain + CSF
for i = 1:192
I_Dura(:,:,i) = imfill(I_Dura(:,:,i)); %fill holes
end
[v_Dura,f] = roi_iso(I_Dura); %get surface vertices
vf = v_Dura;
vr = v_Dura;
%take out duplicates and round off to image coordinates
for i = 1:length(v_Dura)

remainder = rem(v_Dura(i,:),1);%find remainder
j = find(remainder>0);%find column of non-integers
vf(i,j) = floor(v_Dura(i,j));%floor the vertice coordinates
vr(i,j) = round(v_Dura(i,j));%round the vertice coordinates
if I_Dura(vf(i,2),vf(i,1),vf(i,3)) ==1
%if the floored vertices correspond to a surface node
v_Dura(i,j) = vf(i,j);%assign that node as dura
elseif I_Dura(vr(i,2),vr(i,1),vr(i,3))==1
%if the rounded vertices correspond to a surface node
v_Dura(i,j) = vr(i,j);%assign that node as dura
end
end
v_un = unique(v_Dura,'rows'); %remove duplicates
% assign the surface as new tissue type, dura layer with code 135
for i = 1:length(v_un)
I_classified(v_un(i,2),v_un(i,1),v_un(i,3)) = 135;
end
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Main.m – function that computes normals
function [normals] = main(I)
%this function uses the different sub-programs to calculate the surface
%normal components and their positions. Normals is a 6 column matrix with
%the x,y,z components of surface normals as the first 3 columns and the
%normal components as the second 3 columsn
SliceMatrixNew = I;
[I] = roi(I,60,60) ; %select region of interest, 60 is white matter
[v,f] = roi_iso(I) ; %find surface nodes v.
v_old=v;%keep this version of the nods
v(:,1) = v_old(:,1);
v(:,2) = v_old(:,2);
v_round = round(v_old); %round vertice coordinates
vf = v; %initalize floored surface nodes
vr = v; %intialize rounded surface nodes
%locate perimeter of white matter
IpE = bwperim(I);
for i = 1:length(v) %length(v) = number of surface nodes
remainder = rem(v(i,:),1);%remainder
j = find(remainder>0);%find column with non-integers
vf(i,j) = floor(v(i,j));%floored version of the surface nodes
vr(i,j) = ceil(v(i,j));%rounded version of the surface nodes
if IpE(vr(i,2),vr(i,1),vr(i,3)) ==1
%if rounded vertice is on surface
v(i,j) = vr(i,j); %assign as surface node
elseif IpE(vf(i,2),vf(i,1),vf(i,3))==1
%if floored vertice is on surface
v(i,j) = vf(i,j); %assign as surface node
else
pause %stop
end
end
v = [v(:,1) v(:,2) v(:,3)]; %vertice matrix
v_un = unique(v,'rows'); %remove duplicates
% v_un = v_un(v_un(:,2)<120,:); %use this line to constrain surface
n = isonormals(I,v_un); %find normal vectors
normals = [v_un(:,1) v_un(:,2) v_un(:,3) n(:,1) n(:,2) n(:,3)];
%load into matrix
%change the components so they are normalized and their magnitude is 1
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude
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r = find(mn<0.01); %find where magnitude
is close to zero
normals(r,:) = []; %take out normals with close to zero magnitude.
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude

%change the components so they are normalized and their magnitude is 1
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude
r = find(mn<0.01); %find where magnitude is close to zero
normals(r,:) = []; %take out normals with close to zero magnitude.
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude

for i = 1:length(normals)
if mn(i)~=0
normals(i,4) = normals(i,4)./mn(i); %normalize x component
normals(i,5) = normals(i,5)./mn(i); %normalize y component
normals(i,6) = normals(i,6)./mn(i); %normalize z component
end
end
%
of
nx
ny
nz

take out normals that don't have
normal.
= v_un(:,1)+round(n(:,1)); %look
= v_un(:,2)+round(n(:,2)); %look
= v_un(:,3)+round(n(:,3)); %look

a grey matter neighbhor in direction
at node in direction of normal
at node in direction of normal
at node in direction of normal

ii =1;
for i =1:length(normals)
if SliceMatrixNew(ny(i),nx(i),nz(i))==55
%If node in direction of normal is gray matter,
%55 is the code for grey matter
normalnew(ii,:) = normals(i,:);%load into new normal matrix
ii = ii+1; %move index forward
end
if rem(i,10000)==0 %write out index each 10000 loops
i
end
end
normals = normalnew; %new normal as the normals
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Roi.m – region of interest function
function [I] = roi(MRI,th,tl)
%This function takes the MRI matrix with the stored images and computes
the
%region of interest specified by the higher threshold th and lower
%threshold tl. The output is a logical array of size w x h x n with ones
%in the region of interest and zeros elsewhere.
%w and h are the width and height of the images and n is the number of
%slices.
m = 1:size(MRI,3) ; % make vector from 1 to #of saggital slices
I = zeros(size(MRI(:,:,m))); %intialize matrix
I(MRI(:,:,m)>=tl & MRI(:,:,m)<=th) = 1 ; %extract region of interest

end

Roi_iso.m – function that extract surface
function [v,f] = roi_iso(I)
%This function constructs the isosurface from the logical array I and
%computes the surface normals and stores then in the arrays f for
%faces of triangles and v for coordinates.
[f,v]=isosurface(I,0.5,'verbose');
%%this commented secion is for plotting isosurfaces with vectors
% hold on
%
%
% camlight('headlight')
% camlight('right')
% camlight('left')
%
% camlight(0,90)
% set(gcf,'Renderer','opengl'); lighting phong ;
% set(hiso,'facecolor','yellow');
% set(hiso,'SpecularColorReflectance',0,'SpecularExponent',50)
% v = get(hiso,'Vertices') ;
% f = get(hiso,'faces') ;
% quiver3(v(:,1),v(:,2),v(:,3),n(:,1),n(:,2),n(:,3),0.6,'b')
end
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Dipolegenerator.m – function to create dipoles
function [T]=DipoleGenerator(normals,SliceMatrix,filename,J)
%function for computing dipoles
format long
topnormals = normals; %this line is for historical reasons
%make a uniform random vector
rVec = rand(size(topnormals,1),1);

nx = topnormals(:,4); %exctract the normal components
ny = topnormals(:,5);
nz = topnormals(:,6);
dx = 0.1; %[cm] %the spacings are 0.1 cm or 1mm
dy = 0.1; %[cm]
dz = 0.1; %[cm]

p =300; % [ohm *cm ] ; %resistivity of gray matter
Jx = J*nx; %components of current density
Jy = J*ny;
Jz = J*nz;
Ax = dy*dz; %Find area [cm^2]
Ay = dz*dx;
Az = dx*dy;
Ix = Jx*Ax; %current components (current density * area)
Iy = Jy*Ay;
Iz = Jz*Az;
x = topnormals(:,1); %exctract normal vector coordinates
y = topnormals(:,2);
z = topnormals(:,3);
%resistance
Rx = p*(dx/Ax);
Ry = p*(dy/Ay);
Rz = p*(dz/Az);
refPotential = Rx*(J*Ax); %reference potential 1.2 mV or 1200microV
V = zeros(size(SliceMatrix));%initalize dipole matrix
FID = fopen(filename,'w'); %open a new file with name filename

S = size(SliceMatrix); %size of slicematrix
sx = S(1);
sy = S(2);
sz = S(3);
for i = 1:size(topnormals,1)
dvx = rVec(i)*abs(Ix(i)*Rx); %delta voltage x component
dvy = rVec(i)*abs(Iy(i)*Ry);57%delta voltage y component
dvz = rVec(i)*abs(Iz(i)*Rz); %delta voltage z component
dv = max([dvx dvy dvz]); %the highest of the delta voltage
components

for i = 1:size(topnormals,1)
dvx = rVec(i)*abs(Ix(i)*Rx); %delta voltage x component
dvy = rVec(i)*abs(Iy(i)*Ry); %delta voltage y component
dvz = rVec(i)*abs(Iz(i)*Rz); %delta voltage z component
dv = max([dvx dvy dvz]); %the highest of the delta voltage
components
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)) = V(x(i),y(i),z(i))-dv/2;
%The start point of the normal vector fixed as the +half
%of the maximum voltage
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-1 x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-1
V(x(i),y(i),z(i))];
%create line with coordinates and voltages. The coordinates are all
%one less because the coordinate system in solver is form 0-255 but
%not 1-256
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
%print line in text file
if nx(i)>=0 %if the x component is non-negative
if

x(i)+1<=sx
%compute voltage
V(x(i)+1,y(i),z(i)) = V(x(i)+1,y(i),z(i))-dvx/2;

%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i),y(i)-1,z(i)-1 x(i),y(i)-1,z(i)-1
V(x(i)+1,y(i),z(i))];

%print line in text file
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
elseif nx(i)<0 %if voltage component is negative
if x(i)-1>0
%compute voltage
V(x(i)-1,y(i),z(i)) = V(x(i)-1,y(i),z(i))-dvx/2;

%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-2,y(i)-1,z(i)-1 x(i)-2,y(i)-1,z(i)-1 V(x(i)1,y(i),z(i))];
%print line in text file
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
end
if ny(i)>=0
if y(i)+1<=sy
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%compute voltage
V(x(i),y(i)+1,z(i)) = V(x(i),y(i)+1,z(i))-dvy/2;

if ny(i)>=0
if y(i)+1<=sy
%compute voltage
V(x(i),y(i)+1,z(i)) = V(x(i),y(i)+1,z(i))-dvy/2;
%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i),z(i)-1 x(i)-1,y(i),z(i)-1
V(x(i),y(i)+1,z(i))];
%print line
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
elseif ny(i)<0
if y(i)-1>0
%compute voltage
V(x(i),y(i)-1,z(i)) = V(x(i),y(i)-1,z(i))-dvy/2;
%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i)-2,z(i)-1 x(i)-1,y(i)-2,z(i)-1
V(x(i),y(i)-1,z(i))];
%print line
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
end

if nz(i)>=0
if z(i)+1<=sz
%compute voltage
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)+1) = V(x(i),y(i),z(i)+1)-dvz/2;
%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i) x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)+1)];
%print line in text file
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
elseif nz(i)<0
if z(i)-1>0
%compute voltage
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)-1) = V(x(i),y(i),z(i)-1)-dvz/2;
%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-2 x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-2
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)-1)];
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%print line in text file
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
end

%create line
T(1,:) = [x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-2 x(i)-1,y(i)-1,z(i)-2
V(x(i),y(i),z(i)-1)];
%print line in text file
fprintf(FID,'node %g,%g,%g To %g,%g,%g\t%f\r\n', T);
end
end
end
%close completed file
fclose(FID)
end

loadSubset.m – script for loading specials masks
%load subset of normals into matrix
w = dlmread('brain right_grayvalues.txt');%load Mimics mask into matlab
I_classified = zeros(256,256,192); %intialize image matrix matrix

w(:,4) = 66 ; %arbitrary
w(:,1) = round(w(:,1))+104; %fix coordinate system
w(:,3) = w(:,3)-255; %fix coordinate system
for j = 1:length(w(:,1))
I_classified(w(j,3),w(j,2),w(j,1)) = w(j,4); %load into image matrix
end
SliceMatrixNew = zeros(256,256,192);%initialize slice matrix
for i =1:192; %load into slice matrix
junk=I_classified(:,:,i);
junk=flipud(junk);
junk(junk==0)=209; %all zero values are external air
SliceMatrixNew(1:256,1:256,i)=junk;
end;
SliceMatrixSubset = SliceMatrixNew; %rename to subset
load SliceMatrixNew090312.mat %load full slicematrix
SliceMatrix = SliceMatrixNew;
[I] = roi(SliceMatrixSubset,66,66); %find subset mask in subset
slicematrix
[v,f] = roi_iso(I) ; %find surface of subset mask
v_old=v;
v(:,1) = v_old(:,1);
v(:,2) = v_old(:,2);
v_round = round(v_old);
vf = v;
vr = v;
for i = 1:length(v)
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remainder = rem(v(i,:),1);%remainder

vr = v;
for i = 1:length(v)

remainder = rem(v(i,:),1);%remainder
j = find(remainder>0);%find column of non-integer
vf(i,j) = floor(v(i,j)); %floored vertices
vr(i,j) = round(v(i,j)); %rounded vertices
%if floored vertices are part of surface
if I(vf(i,2),vf(i,1),vf(i,3)) ==1
v(i,j) = vf(i,j); %assign as surface node
%if rounded vertices are part of surface
elseif I(vr(i,2),vr(i,1),vr(i,3))==1
v(i,j) = vr(i,j);%assign as surface node
end
end
v = [v(:,1) v(:,2) v(:,3)];%load into matrix
v_un = unique(v,'rows'); %remove duplicates
n = isonormals(I,v_un); %compute normals of subset
normals = [v_un(:,1) v_un(:,2) v_un(:,3) n(:,1) n(:,2) n(:,3)];
%change the components so they are normalized and their magnitude is 1
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude
r = find(mn<0.01);
normals(r,:) = []; %take out normals with close to zero magnitude.
mn = sqrt(normals(:,4).^2+normals(:,5).^2+normals(:,6).^2); %magnitude

for i = 1:length(normals)

if mn(i)~=0
normals(i,4) = normals(i,4)./mn(i);%normalize magnitude
normals(i,5) = normals(i,5)./mn(i);
normals(i,6) = normals(i,6)./mn(i);
end
end
n = normals(:,4:6);
v_un = normals(:,1:3);
normalsSubset = normals;
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CompareNormals.m – script to compare the subset of normal to the total normals
%compare normals and intersec
load SliceMatrixNew090312 %slicematrix
load normals110412 %all the normal vectors
load topScalpNormals200312 %the subset of normal vectors
locAll = normals(:,1:3);
locRS = normalsSubset(:,1:3);
%find common normals to the subset and total
x = ismember(locAll,locRS,'rows');
ix = find(x==1);
NewNormals= normals(ix,:);
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A.2 Matlab Codes for plotting and results
isosurfaceScalpVoltage.m
%Plot scalp potentials
tissueNo = 90; %scalp
load SliceMatrixNew090312 %load slicematrix
[I] = roi(SliceMatrixNew,150,0); %isolate scalp ROI
for i =1:192
%fill in holes
I(:,:,i) = imfill(I(:,:,i),'holes');
end
nx = 256; %size of slice
ny = 256; %size of slice
%get anatomy data
pathAnatomySlice='C:\Users\egillax\Desktop\galerwint\FemRun 250312 Stroke Rev\';
AnatomyName='LL_Saggital';
aext='.bin';
%get voltage data
StudyPath='C:\Users\egillax\Desktop\galerwint\FEM_Ceon\SolutionCerebellum
Rev\';
VoltFn='PotentialCerebellum';
ext='.raw';
%intialize voltage matrix
VoltMatrix1(1:256,1:256,1:192)=NaN;
for k = 0:191
anum = k+1;

fileNameVolt=[StudyPath, VoltFn, num2str(k), ext];
fid=fopen(fileNameVolt,'r');
junk3=fread(fid,'real*4');
fclose(fid);
clear fid
junk4=transpose(reshape(junk3, nx, ny));
VoltMatrix1(:,:,anum) = junk4;

end
%create isosurface
fvc=isosurface(I(:,:,:),0.5,VoltMatrix1(:,:,:),'Verbose');
%the colordata is the potential
colors = fvc.facevertexcdata;
%subtract the average
colors(colors~=0) = colors(colors~=0) - mean(colors(colors~=0));
p = patch(fvc);%plot the surface
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%label axes
xlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
ylabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
zlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')

p = patch(fvc);%plot the surface
%label axes
xlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
ylabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
zlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
%title
title('Right hemisphere Contribution to the EEG - Top
view','fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
%color the surface
set(p,'FaceVertexCdata',colors);
set(p,'Facecolor','interp','Edgecolor','interp')
%oolorbar
h = colorbar;
%adjust color axis
caxis([-10 5])
%label the colorbar
xlabel(h,['\muV'],'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
%control the view
view([0 0]) %view([0 0]) is top view
%left view is [0 270]
%right view is [180 90]
axis tight
grid on
lighting none
set(gcf,'Renderer','opengl')
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BfieldheadSimple1.m – function to compute magnetic field
%this will read flux density files generated
%from GalWin solver and compute B fields
%All units need to be in MKS units, i.e., meters and Tesla and
Amp/meter^3
% generate file names; change file names as needed
% these file names will be used in the do loop.
% flux files are actually flux density files in amp/cm^2; because
% all FEm computations are in cm units.
% resistivity table is in Ohm cm.
%coordinates
%computations and
%x increases from
%y increases from
%z increases from

outputs are done in saggital slices
the nose to back of head
top to bottom
left to right of the subject

%%-----define run papmeters---------------%%
%give file name where final B field data will be saved;
BFieldFileName='BFieldRightBrainRev.txt';
% flux density file names
path='C:\Users\egillax\Desktop\galerwint\FEM_Ceon\SolutionRightBrainRev\'
; %change as needed
name1='Flux_xComponent';
name2='Flux_YComponent';
name3='Flux_ZComponent';
ext='.raw';
% file name for the surface where B filed will be computed.
% be a 3 column text file in cm units

it should

% define source parameters
%ndf=7; % ndf+1: no of field points where field can be computed
%nf+ndf=multiples of 8; e.g., nf=1, ndf=7 -> nf+ndf=5.
nx=256; ny=256; %image size=[256, 256];
nsource=nx*ny; % ns is total flux density sources in a slice
StartSliceNo=0; EndSliceNo=191;
dz=0.1; %slice separation in cm
dz=dz*1e-2; %in meters
dx=dz; dy=dz;
FaceArea=dx*dy; % this is for converting current denstiy to currents
dzHalf=dz/2.0;
PixelSize=0.1; % in cm
PixelSize=PixelSize*(1e-2); %pixel size in meters
halfpixel=PixelSize/2.0;
%---------------------------------------------%--------load sampling surface;
load MegLoc.mat; %gives MagLoc=[256x3], x, y, z sensor location in mm
SensorLoc=MegLoc*(0.1*0.01); %now in meters

°

SensorFileSize=size(SensorLoc);
nfield=SensorFileSize(1);
clear MegLoc
%%
%%------------------------%---initialize vectors---rxprime=zeros(nsource,1); % source vectors
ryprime=zeros(nsource,1);
rzprime=zeros(nsource,1);
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rxxprime=zeros(nsource,1); %x-x'
ryyprime=zeros(nsource,1); %y-y'
rzzprime=zeros(nsource,1); %z-z'

%---initialize vectors---rxprime=zeros(nsource,1); % source vectors
ryprime=zeros(nsource,1);
rzprime=zeros(nsource,1);
rxxprime=zeros(nsource,1); %x-x'
ryyprime=zeros(nsource,1); %y-y'
rzzprime=zeros(nsource,1); %z-z'
bxJunk=zeros(nsource,1); %temp vectors for field computations
byJunk=zeros(nsource,1);
bzJunk=zeros(nsource,1);
bfield=zeros(nfield, 3); % here will be the final values
J=zeros(nsource,3); % flux density vectors
%-------------------------%mu0=4pix1e-7; mu0/4pi=1e-7 in MKS units
const=1e-7;
%%--------------------------------------%%creat source coordinates and rrprime vectors---------------------xcord=transpose(1:nx);
xcord=(xcord*PixelSize)+halfpixel;
junkx=xcord(:, ones(nx,1));
rxprime=junkx(:);
ycord=transpose(1:ny);
ycord=(ycord*PixelSize)+halfpixel;
junky=ycord(:, ones(ny,1));
junky=transpose(junky);
%note extra transpose for junky; so if junkx and junky are NOT same
ryprime=junky(:);
%rzprime will be created in the do loop
clear xcord ycord junkx junky;
%%------------------------------------------%%
for k=StartSliceNo:EndSliceNo; %StratSliceNo is zero
rzprime= ones(nsource, 1)*dz*k+dzHalf; % this gives us voxel center
if (k==EndSliceNo);
rzprime= ones(nsource, 1)*dz*k;
end;
%read flux density files
fileNamex=[path, name1, num2str(k), ext];
fileNamey=[path, name2, num2str(k), ext];
fileNamez=[path, name3, num2str(k), ext];
%fidz=fopen(fileNamey,'r','b'); % b=byte order for Cray and non_Intel
CPU
fid=fopen(fileNamex,'r');
J(:,1)=fread(fid,'real*4');
%in vector Jx; x is increasing faster,
%i.e. for y=0, x=1:256 and so on;
% from fem all flux density data is in amp/cm^2;
fclose(fid);
clear fid
%fidy=fopen(fileNamey,'r');
fid=fopen(fileNamey,'r');
J(:,2)=fread(fid,'real*4');
fclose(fid);
clear fid
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%fidy=fopen(fileNamey,'r');
fid=fopen(fileNamey,'r');
J(:,2)=fread(fid,'real*4');
fclose(fid);
clear fid
fid=fopen(fileNamez,'r');
J(:,3)=fread(fid,'real*4');
fclose(fid);
clear fid;
%note that J avlues are in microAmp
%J=J*(1e-6); % from microAmp to Amps
%J=J*1e4; % converts from amp/cm^2 to amp/meter^2
%J=J*FaceArea; % now J in Amps for Bio-Savart law
% combine the above three lines
J=J*(0.01)*FaceArea; % current in amps
%----------------------------------------------%clock
for nf=1:nfield;
%clock
%--------------------------------------------------%create x-x', y-y', z-z';
% substract source coordinates from the field position vectors;
rxxprime=SensorLoc(nf,1)-rxprime;
ryyprime=SensorLoc(nf,2)-ryprime;
rzzprime=SensorLoc(nf,3)-rzprime;
%compute |r-r'|^3--------------------------%R3=rrprime .* rrprime;
R3=((rxxprime.*rxxprime)+(ryyprime.*ryyprime)+...
(rzzprime.*rzzprime)).^1.5; %[nsource,1] matrix
%compute fields--------------------------%%DO NOT INITIALIZE 'bfield' matrix
% Ok to initialize bxJunk, byJunk, bzJunk; but not needed to save
% memory
%bxJunk=zeros(nsource,1);
%byJunk=zeros(nsource,1);
%bzJunk=zeros(nsource,1);
%_____________
bxJunk=((J(:,2).*rzzprime - J(:,3).*ryyprime)./R3)*const; %[nx*ny,
1]
byJunk=((J(:,3).*rxxprime - J(:,1).*rzzprime)./R3)*const;
bzJunk=((J(:,1).*ryyprime - J(:,2).*rxxprime)./R3)*const;
bfield(nf,1)=bfield(nf,1)+sum(bxJunk); % Bx component in Tesla
bfield(nf,2)=bfield(nf,2)+sum(byJunk); % By component
bfield(nf,3)=bfield(nf,3)+sum(bzJunk); % Bz component
%clock
end; %finish nf loop
k
end; % finish slice loop
%%
SaveString=['save ', BFieldFileName,
67 ' bfield', ' -ascii -double']
eval(SaveString);

%%
SaveString=['save ', BFieldFileName, ' bfield', ' -ascii -double']
eval(SaveString);

viewBfield.m – script to view magnetic field
%View Bfield
load MegLoc %MEG location file
B = importdata('BFieldLeftBrainRev.txt'); %B field files
B2 = importdata('BFieldRightBrainRev.txt');
B3 = importdata('BFieldCerebellumRev.txt');
BMag = sqrt(B(:,1).^2+B(:,2).^2 + B(:,3).^2); %calculate B field
magnitude
BMag2 = sqrt(B2(:,1).^2+B2(:,2).^2 + B2(:,3).^2);
BMag3 = sqrt(B3(:,1).^2+B3(:,2).^2 + B3(:,3).^2);
MegLocTop = MegLoc(MegLoc(:,2)<=100,:); %remove the bottom part
BMagTop = BMag(MegLoc(:,2)<=100,:);
BMagTop2 = BMag2(MegLoc(:,2)<=100,:);
BMagTop3 = BMag3(MegLoc(:,2)<=100,:);
%interpolate between the meg locations
FMag=TriScatteredInterp(MegLocTop(:,1),MegLocTop(:,3),BMagTop);
FMag2=TriScatteredInterp(MegLocTop(:,1),MegLocTop(:,3),BMagTop2);
FMag3=TriScatteredInterp(MegLocTop(:,1),MegLocTop(:,3),BMagTop3);
%intialize x and y
[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:256,1:192);
%find the magnitude at the interpolated nodes
CMag = fliplr(FMag(X,Y));
CMag2 = fliplr(FMag2(X,Y));
CMag3 = fliplr(FMag3(X,Y));
%plot figures
figure; contourf(Y,X, CMag,64, 'LineStyle','none');
h1 =colorbar;xlabel(h1,['Tesla']); axis('image'); grid;
title('Magnetic field magnitude - Left
Brain','fontsize',14,'fontweight','b');
xlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b');
ylabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b');
cmax=max(max(CMag(:)),max(CMag2(:)));
caxis([0 cmax]);
figure; contourf(Y,X, CMag2,64, 'LineStyle','none');
h1 =colorbar;xlabel(h1,['Tesla']); axis('image'); grid;
title('Magnetic field magnitude - Right
Brain','fontsize',14,'fontweight','b');
xlabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b');
ylabel('[mm]','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b');
caxis([0 cmax]);
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viewCurrentFlux.m – plot current flux in saggital slices with anatomy as reference
%plot current flux magnitude
%get voltage data
pathAnatomySlice='C:\Users\egillax\Desktop\galerwint\FEM_Ceon\';
AnatomyName='LL_Saggital';
aext='.bin';
StudyPath='C:\Users\egillax\Desktop\galerwint\FEM_Ceon\SolutionLeftBrainR
ev\';
FluxFn='FluxMagLeftBrain';
ext='.raw';
%initialize matrix
FluxMatrix(1:256,1:256,1:192)=NaN;
nx = 256;
ny = 256;
%load current flux
for k = 0:191
anum = k+1;
fileNameFlux=[StudyPath, FluxFn, num2str(k), ext];
fid=fopen(fileNameFlux,'r');
junk3=fread(fid,'real*4');
fclose(fid);
clear fid
junk4=transpose(reshape(junk3, nx, ny));
FluxMatrix(:,:,anum) = junk4;
end

%load anatomy
load('SliceMatrixNew090312.mat')
Slice = 50;%select sliz

h1= subplot(1,2,1);
imshow(squeeze(FluxMatrix(:,:,Slice))); %plot current flux slice
colormap(jet(256)) %change colormap to jet
%create colorbar
c1= colorbar('location','manual','position',...
[0.4660714285714298 0.29 0.04927248677248557 0.45],...
'plotboxaspectratiomode','manual','plotboxaspectratio',[1 10 1]);
%label colorbar
xlabel(c1,['\muA'],'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
%adjust color axis
caxis([0 10]);
%second part of subplot
h2 = subplot(1,2,2);
imshow(squeeze(SliceMatrixNew(:,:,Slice)),[0 100]);
colormap(jet(256));
pause(3);
%linkaxes
linkaxes([h1 h2])
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%second part of subplot
h2 = subplot(1,2,2);
imshow(squeeze(SliceMatrixNew(:,:,Slice)),[0 100]);
colormap(jet(256));
pause(3);
%linkaxes
linkaxes([h1 h2])
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